Abstract We present a lattice QCD study of the puzzling positive-parity nucleon channel, where the Roper resonance N * (1440) resides in experiment. The study is based on an ensemble of gauge configurations with N f = 2 + 1 Wilson-clover fermions with a pion mass of 156 MeV and lattice size L = 2.9 fm. We use several qqq interpolating fields combined with N π and N σ two-hadron operators in calculating the energy spectrum in the rest frame. Combining experimental N π phase shifts with elastic approximation and the Lüscher formalism suggests in the spectrum an additional energy level near the Roper mass m R = 1.43 GeV for our lattice. We do not observe any such additional energy level, which implies that N π elastic scattering alone does not render a low-lying Roper resonance. The current status indicates that the N * (1440) might arise as dynamically generated resonance from coupling to other channels, most notably the N ππ.
Motivation
The baryonic sector of hadrons, composite particles made up from quarks and gluons, holds many interesting states. One of the most prominent of them is the Roper resonance N * (1440) with quantum numbers (I)J P = (1/2)1/2 + , like the nucleon. The N * (1440) is a strongly unstable baryon with a decay width Γ ≈ 300 MeV. Experimentally it has been observed to couple to the N π and N ππ channels. In the latter, however, several resonances such as the ρ, ∆ and the exotic σ can appear; phenomenologically these couplings are associated to the meson cloud contribution to the excited nucleon, N * (1440). The riddle of the Roper resonance, i.e., why is it so light, arises when we compare the J = 1/2 baryon spectrum with that of an hydrogen atom. The masses of the hadrons then depend on the radial and orbital quantum numbers n r and l . The radial excitation relates to the number of radial nodes in the wave function and the latter is the angular momentum quantum number. In this picture the energy levels are E nr,l = Ω 0 ((n r + l) + 3/2) ; the ground state (n r = 0, l = 0) is the nucleon with J P = 1/2 + followed by the second state, (n r = 1, l = 1), called N * (1535) with J P = 1/2 − . The third state then appears in the J P = 1/2 + channel above the N * (1535), supposedly the Roper resonance. However experimental measurements find an unconventional level ordering with the Roper mass below the N * (1535), a phenomenon not yet completely understood [1] .
Previous lattice studies have attempted to determine the Roper mass using several different approaches, however sharing a common feature. They all used an approach, where the spectrum was determined withinterpolating fields [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . The only lattice calculation that included five quark interpolators used strictly localinterpolators [10] , which seem to couple weakly with multi-hadron states in practice. In our study we applied a different approach, where we used (local) single hadron as well as (non-local) two hadron interpolating operators in calculating the spectrum of the J P = 1/2 + channel.
Hadron Spectroscopy with lattice QCD
A lattice QCD calculation of the spectrum is performed in a finite volume box with a spatial size L and periodic boundary conditions in space. This has several implications: (i) The continuum symmetry group O is reduced to the double-covered orthogonal cubic group and the continuum rotations are restricted to the corresponding irreducible representations.
(ii) Due to the periodic boundary conditions, the energy spectrum becomes discrete. Because of that the completeness relation is modified from
in the infinite volume to
in the finite volume. Above, D denotes the discrete states,CS denotes the continuum scattering states and DS denotes the discrete scattering states. Because of this we cannot separate discrete states from the scattering states in the finite volume. Most importantly the spectrum determined with lattice QCD will contain all states (those associated with scattering states as well as resonances) with the proper quantum numbers.
To determine the spectrum we use several interpolating operators: (i) (local) single hadron operators; these are interpolating fields made up from three quarks (qqq) and jointly projected to a definite momentum; and (ii) (non-local) two hadron operators, where the separate hadrons, either a baryon (qqq) or a meson (qq), are projected to momentum separately. From these interpolating operators we then build a 2-point correlation matrix:
By inserting the completeness relation from Eq. 2 and propagation, exp[−Ht], to time t the correlation matrix is decomposed as:
We can easily see that the discrete states (bound states and resonances) and the scattering states cannot be disentangled in general. However, based on the various types of interpolating operators used, information about their likely nature can be inferred from the overlap factors Z n i . We build the correlation matrix C ij (t) using quark propagators to build all the needed Wick contractions. In our case, that means Wick contractions connecting 3-and 5-quarks sources with 3-or 5-quark sinks. All in all there are 84 Wick contractions involved in building our correlation matrix and some examples are shown in Fig. 1 and the rest can be found in Ref. [11] .
The energy levels of the spectrum are determined by fitting the principal correlators λ n (t, t 0 ) determined with the variational approach:
where in the limit lim t→∞ λ n (t, t 0 ) ∝ e −Ent . When considering two hadron systems on the lattice the discrete spectrum in the finite volume is analytically related to the infinite volume elastic phase shift δ via a mapping first derived by Lüscher [12] and recently reviewed in Ref. [13] . However, this approach can also be inverted: if we know the elastic phase shift we can determine the expected spectrum in a finite volume. We consider three cases for elastic scattering here: (i) no interaction between the baryon and meson, (ii) repulsive scattering of a baryon and meson and (iii) resonant scattering of a baryon and a meson. A schematic representation of the three different situations is shown in Fig. 2 .
In the case of no interaction (case i), shown as the full green line in Fig. 2 , we find the spectrum to be made up of scattering levels, whose energies correspond to
where m N is the nucleon mass, m π is the pion mass and
The presence of any kind of interaction, repulsive or attractive, between the two hadrons leads to an energy shift with respect to the noninteracting energies in Eq. 6. When the interaction is repulsive (case ii), as shown by the dot-dot-dashed red line in Fig. 2 , the energies shift slightly with respect to the non-interacting ones, typically to just slightly higher values. However, when the interaction is attractive enough to produce a resonance such as in (case iii) the spectrum changes significantly in comparison to the non-interacting case. The main change is the appearance of an additional energy level near the expected resonance mass; additionally we also find the other energy levels have moved in a direction away from the additional level. That is energies below the additional energy level shift toward lesser values while the energy levels above shift to greater values. Thus, a general finding when the elastic hadron scattering is resonant is the appearance of an additional energy level near the resonance mass. An illustration of a resonant phase shift and the additional energy level is shown by the dashed blue lines in Fig. 2 .
Lattice parameters
Our calculations were performed on a lattice with L = 2.90 fm and light quark masses corresponding to m π = 156(7) MeV and m N = 955(12) MeV. The N f = 2 + 1 dynamical quarks as well as the valence quarks are implemented as clover improved wilson fermions [14] . To evaluate the correlators we used the full distillation approach [15] which allows for a computationally efficient way to calculate the many partially-disconnected diagrams that appear in this channel.
The Roper as a vanilla resonance
The Roper resonance appears in the J P = 1/2 + N π scattering channel with a resonance mass m N * (1440) ≈ 1430 MeV and a decay width of Γ ≈ 350 MeV. Experimentally its phase shift starts to rise at approximately 1.2 GeV and reaches 180
• around 1.7 GeV. The inelasticity parameter that measures the coupling to other channels, e.g. N ππ, is far from constant and exhibits a large change in the region around 1.4 GeV.
Ideally one should take into account non-elasticity in a multi-channel analysis. This is not possible (yet) since for this we would need more lattice volumes and data [13] . We therefore work with thehypothesis that the N * (1440) arises as a resonance in elastic N π scattering. We also assume that our basis to construct the correlation matrix C ij is sufficiently large and diverse to have a significant overlap to all relevant states and that a chiral implementation of fermions on the lattice is not crucial to obtain a sufficient overlap.
We compare the spectrum calculated with lattice QCD with the expected spectrum obtained from the experimental phase shift in Fig. 3 . If the Roper was a vanilla resonance 1 in N π scattering, then we would observe an additional energy level as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3 . If it was however a result of dynamical coupling between the N π and N ππ channel (or possibly even N η), or if any other of our assumptions were not correct, then the additional energy level might not appear. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows our lattice spectrum obtained from the correlation matrix based onand N π interpolating operators. The additional level is absent leading to the finding that the Roper cannot be a vanilla resonance resulting from only N π scattering. This however does not mean, the Roper does not exist, but rather that the experimental Roper state might arise from dynamical coupling to a three particle channel; while this is an active field of research [16, 17, 18] , the framework to study the Roper has not yet been developed.
Discussing the spectrum
To better understand this channel we continue by adding also N σ interpolating fields to the correlation matrix; the σ couples to ππ in s-wave thus gives us (limited) access to the N ππ channel. The results for the various different bases are shown in Fig. 4 Our interpolating operators were designed to cover the energy region up to 1.65 GeV and thus any energy levels lying above that are not fully reliable, i.e. can be related to an unknown mixture of states. When we consider only N or N π interpolating fields we find the ground state energy to be consistent with the nucleon mass and when considering only the N σ interpolating fields, the ground state is somewhat higher than the nucleon mass, which is possibly explained by the interpolator having a bad coupling to the ground state and being a linear combination of several states. When nucleon and N π interpolators are considered we find results already discussed in the previous section; however when we replace the N π interpolator with the N σ one we find the first excited state has moved to a lower energy; one consistent with the N ππ threshold energy. When all, nucleon, N π and N σ, interpolators are included we find that the spectrum contains energy levels consistent with the nucleon mass, the N ππ threshold and lowest N π noninteracting scattering energy below 1.65 GeV. No additional energy levels are present. However, as we do not yet know what kind of spectrum we expect if the Roper was generated dynamically via coupled channel scattering, we cannot conclude anything about the Roper based on the spectrum alone. For lattice QCD to provide any input on this puzzle, a more complicated and involved analysis is needed.
Comparing our spectrum results with model studies confirms our findings. In particular when comparing to Ref. [19] , our lattice energy levels below 1.65 GeV disagree with a only bare Ropercore interpretation, but are consistent with results when the N * (1440) resonance is generated dynamically from coupling between the N π, N σ and ∆π channels. Our findings also agree with a recent model study in Ref. [20] , where the Roper arises as a pole in the scattering matrix via dynamical coupling to the N π and N ππ channels.
Conclusions
We performed a lattice QCD calculation of the J P = 1/2 + channel using (local) single hadron and (non-local) two hadron interpolating fields on a ensemble of gauge fields with m π ≈ 156 MeV [21] . We found that the Roper cannot arise as a resonance in elastic N π scattering and is likely a consequence of dynamical coupling between several channels. We also note, that the spectrum might be different if we had used lattice fermions with a better chirality or pentaquark-like interpolating fields. Further spectrum and structure studies of this channel using lattice QCD are required to understand this resonance.
